
 

DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, VINDHYANAGAR 

PROGRESS REPORT FOR THE MONTH OF NOVEMBER– 2018 

CLASSES LKG – II 

3
rd

NOVEMBER 2018:  

Sports day was celebrated in the main wing with great pomp and show. The Little stars of 

Primary wing participated in various events and brought accolade for their class. 

 

4
th

NOVEMBER2018:  

The school closed for Diwali vacation and Chhath Puja. 
 

15
th

NOVEMBER2018: 

The school re-opened. The children were glad to have return to their regular routine. 
 

16
th

NOVEMBER2018: 

Childrens Day was celebrated in Primary Wing with lots of enthusiasm and gaiety. The 

teachers of Primary Wing had put up various programmes to make the children feel special 

on this day. 
 

The children were also given opportunity to showcase their talent and surprisingly the 

children came up with wonderful dance performances. 
 

Our Principal Sir Dr. Janardan Pandey was gracious enough to spend one hour in Primary 

Wing and appreciated the efforts made by the students and staff to make the day so special. 



 

19
th

NOVEMBER2018:Communal Harmony week commenced. The students were 

encouraged to donate for the same. 

22
nd

 NOVEMBER2018: English Recitation competition was held. In the first round 120 

children participated. 60 children were selected to participate in the second round , children 

recited moral some poems before the judges and impressed everyone by their brilliant 

recitals. Some of the children had also used props to give meaning to their poems. 

 



24
th

NOVEMBER 2018: 

Communal Harmony week concluded. Rupees 6250/- were donated by the tiny children of 

Primary Wing. 
 

SUBJECT RELATED ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED DURING THIS MONTH 

CLASS –LKG 

The children enjoyed making collage using green leaves to develop their motor skill. 

 

CLASS-PREP 

Enjoyed learning Addition in a play way. 

 
CLASS-I 

ENGLISH 

The children enjoyed learning the Usage of Has/Have by story telling method                     

 



 

HINDI 

Children learnt the names of family members and the importance of having a family through 

pictures. 

 

MATHS 

The children enjoyed making Patterns with the help of leaves, mangoes, shapes and numbers. 

 

EVS 

Children enjoyed segregating big and small animals.                                                         

 



CLASS-II 
The children enjoyed learning names of fruits based on their shape, colour and taste. 

 

CLASSES III TO V 
 

3
rd

 November, 2018: 

DPS Vindhyanagar celebrated its Annual Sports Day on 3
rd

 November, 2018. Shri A. K. 

Tewary, ED NTPC Vindhyachal and PVC DPS Vindhyanagar was the Chief Guest of the 

auspicious occasion and Madam Smt Rekha Tewary was the Guest of honour.  Sports Day 

was celebrated in a grand way with pomp and show. The students exhibited their skills and 

talent in various track and field events.  The Sports Day started with the flag hoisting by the 

Chief Guest which was followed by the mesmerizing March Past done by the six houses of 

the school.  The thrilling races made the audience thrilled. There was special race for the 

parents also in which they took part actively and enthusiastically. All over the ground there 

was enthusiasm and excitement. After three hours of wonderful programme, track and field 

events and prize distribution the Sports Day was declared closed by the Chief Guest by 7:00 

p.m.  

 
 

 

7
th

 November, 2018:  

DPS Vindhyanagar celebrated the festival of lights “Deepavali”. The Principal and other 

staff members of the school lit the Diyas, candles and lamps and the school was illuminated 

and decorated at each and every nook beautifully.  
 

 

 



 
 

16
th

 November, 2018:  

The school celebrated Children’s day in a grand way. The students enjoyed throughout the 

day. They had a lot of fun. Teachers presented a wonderful and stupendous programme for 

them. The teachers performed dance, song and various cultural programmes to make this day 

memorable for the students. The children also danced, played many games and took sweet 

memories with them to their homes.  

 
 

17
th

 November, 2018:  

Inter House Folk Dance Competition was conducted for the students on 17
th

 November, 

2018. The students performed various folk dances and won the hearts of one and all present 

in the auditorium. Right from Bhangra to Kathak and Kashmiri to Kuchipudi all sorts of folk 

dance from all the states of India were performed by the students. These folk dances were 

unique examples of Unity and Diversity. The results of the competition were as given below:  

 

Class III 

Sl. 

No. 

Name of the students Class & 

Section 

House Position 

1. Ankita Tiwari III-A Ravi  1
st
 

2. Alankrita Tripathi  III-D Ganges 2
nd

 

3. Anvi Maheshwari  III-B Yamuna 2
nd

 

4. Jyotismita Bhaumik  III-D Jhelum 3
rd

 

5. Sharmishtha Shrestha III-A Yamuna 4
th

 

6. Swarnika Tiwari III-D Ganges 4
th

 

7. Shubh Chaubey  III-A Ravi 5
th

  

 

 

 



Class IV 

Sl. 

No. 

Name of the students Class & Section House Position 

1. Anvesha Singh  IV-C Chenab  1
st
 

2. Tanisha Biswas  IV-B Gangesh  2
nd

 

3. Anshika Yadav IV-C Yamuna  3
rd

  

4. Gunika Dewan IV-A Satluj  4
th

  

5. Matriyee IV-B Ravi  4
th

 

6. Vanshika Singh  IV-C Jhelum 5
th

 

 

Class V 

Sl. 

No. 

Name of the students Class & 

Section 

House Position 

1. Shikha Singh  V-C Yamuna  1
st
 

2. Unnati Sarvare  V-C Yamuna  2
nd

 

3. Sharvi Jaiswal  V-C Ganges 3
rd

  

4. Shubhangi Galfat  V-D Ravi  4
th

  

5. Upanya Sharma  V-A Chenab 5
th

 

 

 
 

24 November, 2018: 

Inter House PPT Competition was held on 24
th

 November, 2018 on the topic Communal 

Harmony and Why we should vote? The students presented wonderful and fabulous PPT 

show which was appreciated by one and all. The result   of the competition is as given below:  

 

Ganges House – Winner 

 

Sl. 

No. 

Name of the students Class & Section Position 

1. Shreya Jha III-D  

First  2. Tanisha Biswas  IV-B 

3. Sharvi Jaiswal V-C 

4. Arush Agrawal V-C 

5. Prachi Singh  V-B 

6. Vaishnavi Agrawal  V-D  

 



Ravi House - Runner Up 

Sl. 

No. 

Name of the students Class & Section Position 

1. Shubh Chaubey  III-A  

Second   2. Ayush Kumar  IV-B 

3. Atharva Sahane V-C 

4. Sampurna Devasya V-C 

5. Shubhangi Galfat V-D 

6. Satwik Soni V-B 

 

 
30

th
  November, 2018 : 

 A wonderful and mesmerizing Morning Assembly was conducted by class III-D on the topic 

“Mahatma Gandhi my Idol” which was thoroughly enjoyed and appreciated by one and all. 

Students presented dance, song, bhajan and skit on the life of Mahatma Gandhi which left 

indelible impression on the minds of all the students and teachers present in the auditorium. 

The documentary shown through PPT on the life of Mahatma Gandhi was educative and 

informative. It was mesmerizing show. The students were praised for their wonderful 

performance and for presenting a wonderful assembly by the Principal and all the teachers, 

parents present in the auditorium.   

  



Classes VI-VIII 
2nd NOV.’18- Run through for Annual Sports Day: 

As DPS (V) awaits for its most happening day, the run through was a must. The entire 

programme was scheduled for the day and under the leadership of our honourable Principal 

Sir ,the run through gave a thorough shape to the event that would take place the next day. 
The teachers and students had also to tighten their seat belts for the forthcoming event. 
 

3rd nov.’18-Annual Sports Meet: 

The eventful day arrived. The bugle sounded and filled the atmosphere with bliss and the 

arrival of the Chief Guest, the Guest of Honour and other dignitaries doubled the excitement. 

In the presence of the august gathering, the students marched to the beat of the drum, the 

events for the day began after the school flag was unfurled and the SPORTS declared OPEN. 

Colourful field displays by dipsites were worth watching and the melodious music fetched 

them thunderous applause from the audience. All could witness the smiles on the faces of the 

winners and disappointment for some .The entire programme was a grand success and was 

appreciated by one and all present. 

 
 

15th and 16th NOV.’18-NATIONAL ATHLETICS MEET-RANIPUR 

Dedicated Sportsmen of DPS (V) participated in the NATIONAL ATHLETICS MEET held at 
Ranipur DPS, Haridwar. There was a tough competition and the students let out their best 
though they could not come out as winners except Darsh Kumar who stood 6th in Discus 
Throw. They all returned happily as being a part of it does mean much. 
 
17th NOV.’18-INSTRUMENTAL ORCHESTRA, GURGAON 

Talented Dipsites of DPS (V) did not miss that golden opportunity that DPS (GURGAON) 
provided them in the INTER DPS HINDUSTANI INSRUMENTAL ORCHESTRA and felt elated 
for being a part of it. A team of high-spirited instrumentalists had been there with their 
perfect preparation and loved the tough competition that took place there. Each got an 
opportunity to learn more about music.   
 

16th NOV.’18-CHILDREN’S DAY CELEBRATION: 

Young and starry Dipsites in their colourful attire came to school to witness the show to be 
presented by teachers and HM’S and Principal Sir’s presence on stage was a pleasant 
surprise for them. 

The students enjoyed every programme presented and appreciated the talents of their teachers 

as they rocked the stage and came up with awareness programmes and other games which 

appealed to them the most. 

  



17th NOV.’18-INTER-HOUSE SOLO SINGING COMPETITION 

Music has always been a favourite of dipsites. Hence, this competition gave them yet 
another chance to expose their musical talent. Students sang their selected songs and 
entertained the audience. Some were able to touch the hearts of the judges and come up as 
winners. It was a soothing competition. 

RESULTS 
S/NO                NAME                            CLASS/SECTION           HOUSE            POSITION 

1.           Tehsin Azfar                         VIIIC                              Ganges                         1st 

2.            Palak Singh                          VIIID                              Ganges                         2
nd

 

3.            Shivangi                               VIA                                Yamuna                        3
rd

 

4.            Adrija Mukherjee                 VIIA                               Yamuna                       4
th

                                                                                                 

5.            Ritesh Kumar                        VII B                              Chenab                        5
th

 

6.           Hrishika Raj                           VIIIC                              Jhelum                        6
th

 

Co-ordinators: - 1) Mrs. Ritu Shrivastava 

                            2) Mrs. Sangeeta Kumar 

  
 

19
th

 to 25
th

 NOV.’18-COMMUNAL HARMONY WEEK AND QUAMI EKTA WEEK        

                                   CELEBRATED 

            

20th NOV.’18-SPECIAL ASSEMBLY ON MATHEMATICS: 

Teachers and students had presented a very interesting assembly on Mathematics though 

some say that the subject doesn’t appeal them. Dipsites appreciated the quiz questions much 

and even the PPT captured the minds of many. Students got the opportunity to know many 

unknown facts. So this was a very fruitful one. 

  



22
nd

 NOV.’18-SPECIAL ASSEMBLY ON COMMUNAL HARMONY: 

As per the letter from NFCH, Government of India, the school apprised the students of the 

importance of living together peacefully. A special assembly was conducted where the 

students presented quiz, skit, songs and speeches to mark QUAMI EKTA DAY, ARMED 

FORCES DAY AND COMMUNAL HARMONY. India is a country of diverse communities. 

These communities try to live united and have always tried to make the society a better place 

to live in. All such matters were discussed and the entire assembly was appreciated by 

honourable Principal Sir and others. Students were also made aware of the dedicated lives of 

members of the armed forces and their sacrifice of life, time, family and self for the nation. 

  
 

24th NOV.’18-INTER-HOUSE GROUP DISCUSSION COMPETITION  

Selected students took part in the group discussion in Hindi on ‘COMMUNAL 

HARMONY’. Their skills of judging the present society were exposed and some of the 

groups had hot discussion and proved to be good speakers. Unity in diversity that prevails in 

India was well discussed and appreciated by one and all. 

 

RESULTS:- 

WINNERS -YAMUNA HOUSE 

 

    S/NO                NAME                                        CLASS/SECTION 

1)              Ramish Faraz                                           VIII D 

2)              Mouli Chatterjee                                      VIIIB 

3)              Eshanya Bhoi                                           VIIB 

4)              Shreyoshree Sural                                    VIIID 

5)              Shubham Yadav                                       VIIID 

 

RUNNERS-UP - JHELUM HOUSE 

1)              Satakshi Singh                                          VIB 

2)              Omdhar Dwivedi                                      VIA 

3)              Bhagya Ranjan                                          VIIC 

4)              Sneha                                                         VIA 

5)              Shiv Shekhar                                              VID 

6)              Giriraj Dubey                                             VID 

 

CO-ORDINATORS:- 

      1) MRS. RITU SHRIVASTAVA 

      2) MRS. SANGEETA KUMAR 

 

 



NOVEMBER-MONTH OF COMPETITIVE EXAMS 

Competitive Exams such as IOEL, SPELLBEE, IOM, SKGKO, IOS, ABHO, ITHO AND 

NATIONAL SANSKRIT OLYMPIAD were held and enthusiasts of DPS(V) took part in 

good number. In each of the exams around 200 to 300 students took part and the school 

hopes for many to come out in flying colours. 

 

DISCOVERY SCHOOL SUPER LEAGUE-2018 WINNER: 

Amaan Zilani of Class VIA has made the school proud by winning the first round of 

DISCOVERY SCHOOL SUPER LEAGUE-2018 and made place for himself in the 

second round. CONGRATULATIONS to this bright kid and best wishes for the next 

round. 

  

Classes ix-XII 
 

02/11/2018: 

Wall magazine competition was held on 02.11.2018. The theme was Importance of voting in 

India /Sports 2018. The result was as following: 

 

RESULT 
 

Sl. No House Position 

1 Ravi First 

2 Ganges Second 

3 Satluj Third 

4 Yamuna Fourth 

5 Chenab Fifth 

6 Jhelum Sixth 

 

03.11.2018  Sports day:- 

Annual sports day 2018-19 was held on 3
rd

 November. Shri A.K. Tiwari, Executive 

Director, NTPC Vindhyachal, and Pro Vice Chairman, Delhi Public School Vindhyanagar 

graced the day as the Chief Guest and Madam Smt. Rekha Tiwari as Guest of Honour. 

Many other dignitaries also added glory to the day with their benign presence. The house 

trophy was lifted by Yamuna house. The Ganges house was the runner up. The trophy 

signified their constituency to achieve excellence throughout the year. The celebration of the 

event ended with pride for achieving the milestones and commitment to lead forward for 

many more. 

 



16.11.2018: Children's Day Celebration: 

Children's Day was celebrated with many a performances by teachers keeping in view the 

liking of children. The humorous skit ’Dil to baccha hai' stole the show. The celebration 

ended with a song sung by the Principal Dr Janardan Pandey which made the children feel his 

intense affection for them. 

 
 

19.11.2018 : Communal Harmony Week: 

To promote environment for living harmoniously Communal Harmony Week was observed. 

Special Assembly was conducted in which Dipsites delivered their strong views for the 

motion and established through their speeches, skit and PPT that 'living harmoniously is 

best way of living'. To contribute to the cause, each class collected a good amount of money 

and bought Communal Harmony flags. 

 
 

20.11.2018: Special Assembly Maths: 

To celebrate the valuable dimensions of Mathematics, a special Assembly was conducted on 

20.11.2018. It emphasized the natural learning of the subject. Hypothetical fear of Maths 

obstructs the mind to comprehend the problems. Through interesting inferences, the love for 

the subject was garnered. Informative speeches and skit was also its integral part. It came to 

an end with the speech of Principal who himself a great mathematician, and he with his 

precise words spoke about the practical importance of the subject in day to day life. 



 
 

24.11.2018 : Science Model Competition: 

An Inter House Science Model Competition was held on 24.11.2018 to promote scientific 

skills if the students. The models were evaluated on the basis of innovation and creative 

inputs. The results of the competition were as following: 

 

 

 
24.11.2018 : Greeting card Competition:  
An open class wise Greeting card Competition was held on the theme of Communal 

Harmony. The result of the competition is as following: 

Result 

Class IX 

Sl. No. Name of Student Class/Section House Position 

1 Mohini Gupta  IXA Ravi First 

2 Deepali Prajapati IXD Yamuna Second 

3 Ayushi Nigar IXA Satluj Third 

4 Anshika Jaiswal IXA Yamuna Third 

5 Aadvi Jyotirma Singh IXA Yamuna Fourth 

 

Class X 

Sl. No. Name of Student Class/Section House Position 

1 Ananya Nigam XB Satluj First 

2 Pragya Prakash Rai XA Ganges Second 

3 Hrishita Shah XC Chenab Third 

4 Shrishti Agrawal XA Ganges Third 

5 A. Shri Sandhya XD Ganges Fourth 



Class XI 

Sl. No. Name of Student Class/Section House Position 

1 Rupal Jha XID Ganges First 

2 Riyanshi Verma XIC Chenab Second 

 

 

 
 

 

 

26.11.2018: Indian Constitution Day: 

The Constitution Day was celebrated on 26.11.2018 keeping in view letting all the Dipsites 

respect the constitution and commit to follow. In the morning, the Principal administered the 

pledge and Dipsites followed it.  
 

A special Assembly was also conducted with the theme of Indian Constitution. 

 
 

 

Thank you!!!! 


